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ReviMedia Enhances Portal for Affiliate Partners

ReviMedia, a leading performance-based partner network, announced the release of the latest
version of their affiliate portal.

(PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Since its conception in 2010, ReviMedia has been investing heavily in its
proprietary platform and is constantly improving to keep up with new developments in the affiliate marketing
space. To date, ReviMedia is serving over 2,000 affiliates and is committed to offering best in class service and
competitive monetization for their affiliates. With this objective at the forefront of operations, the latest update
is an improved and innovative affiliate portal. The revamped portal gives affiliates a complete self serve
environment, allowing them to start monetizing their traffic faster and more efficiently.

ReviMedia data analysis showed that 78% of approved affiliates were not able to go live in a self serve matter,
needing assistance from the Affiliate Team. This led to inefficiencies and delays for their affiliates. With the
new full service portal affiliates have access to hundreds of offers and the ability to start sending traffic in a
matter of minutes. Initial results are promising and feedback from affiliates has been very positive.

The portal, which is now available after months of development, gives insight into offers, such as average
conversion rates and payouts among other data points: key information affiliates need to make an informed
decision to run an offer. “Based on our years of experience and input from our affiliates, we are very excited to
release the latest version of the portal. Affiliates can now look for new offers easier than ever before, with
filters on geos, payouts, traffic types, products, amongst other relative options,” said ReviMedia Senior
Affiliate Manager, Nadiv Schorer, “They can also save their favorite offers, creating an easy access to
personalized shortlists,” he continued.

ReviMedia’s mission is to provide added value to affiliate partners. It is no wonder that they have been named
amongst the Top Affiliate Networks by several industry leading blogs. The network is constantly seeking ways
to improve and continue to attract high performing affiliates. This portal is one of many new developments
ReviMedia plans to roll out in the coming year.

About ReviMedia
ReviMedia is a performance based media company empowering affiliate marketers and advertisers to meet their
growth driven goals. ReviMedia provides media partners and direct response advertisers with a variety of
opportunities, including owned and operated offers in mortgage, home services, and insurance along with
partner offers across a wide range of verticals. The company is a leader in native, social, and display
advertising, search and email marketing with powerful analytics, and optimization technology. ReviMedia was
founded in 2010 and is headquartered in New York. For more information visit www.revimedia.com
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Contact Information
Hannah Mans
ReviMedia
http://https://www.revimedia.com/
+1 (800) 263-6896 Ext: 0

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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